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Abstract
Decision-support tools to assist air traffic
controllers in the current terminal and en-route air
traffic environments have been developed at
NASA Ames Research Center in conjunction with
the Federal Aviation Administration.
These
decision-support tools, known collectively as the
Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS),
provide decision-making assistance to air traffic
controllers through computer-generated advisories.
One of the CTAS tools developed specifically t o
assist terminal-area air traffic controllers is the
Passive Final Approach Spacing Tool (pFAST),
which has been tested extensively in simulation
and operationally. In 1996, pFAST underwent an
operational assessment at the Dallas/Ft. Worth,
Texas, Terminal Radar Approach Control
(TRACON) facility. Engineering results showed
an increase in throughput and runway balancing
efficiency.
Human factors data collected during the
operational assessment showed that controller
self-reported workload was not significantly
increased or reduced by pFAST.
Rather,
controllers reported that the levels of workload
remained largely the same. However, significant

differences in the nature
of
controller
coordination and communication were identified.
Controller ratings indicated that pFAST was
acceptable.
This report describes the human factors data that
were collected during the 1996 pFAST Operational
Field Assessment and describes the controllerreported levels of acceptance, usability, and
suitability in the operational environment. An
emphasis on the effects of pFAST on the
coordination and communication between the
controllers is provided. The lessons learned from
the perspective of human factors in the field
testing process are also discussed, along with
comments on the development of future air traffic
control automation.

1.0 Introduction
The
Center-TRACON
Automation
System
(CTAS) is software being developed at NASA
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, USA, in
conjunction with the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). CTAS provides decisionmaking assistance to air traffic controllers in the
current terminal and en-route air traffic
environments, through optimizing arrival traffic
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flow and generating advisories.1 Several elements
of the CTAS tool suite, the Traffic Management
Advisor (TMA), the Descent Advisor (DA) and
the Passive Final Approach Spacing Tool
(pFAST), have all undergone thousands of hours of
simulation testing and, in the past several years,
have been the focus of extensive field evaluations
in Dallas/Ft. Worth, Texas and Denver, Colorado.
The focus of this paper is the human factors
results from the field testing of the terminal area
tool, pFAST.
Information regarding the
development and testing of TMA and DA can be
found in Refs. 2 through 9.
Passive FAST integrates runway assignment and
sequence number advisories into the full datablock
(FDB) of the TRACON arrival controllers' radar
displays. The "passive" designation indicates the
split of the full functionality of FAST;10 pFAST
provides runway and sequence number advisories.
The "active" phase of FAST will additionally
display heading, speed, and turn advisories.11
Active FAST is currently under development at
NASA Ames Research Center.
The engineering specifications, methodology, and
results of the pFAST field evaluation are reported
in Refs. 12, 13, and 14. Overall, an increase in
throughput and runway balancing efficiency was
shown, coupled with improvements in surface
operations. 12
However, in addition to such
operational benefits, a successful air traffic control
decision-support tool must offer direct benefits t o
the air traffic controllers and air traffic facility
who will be using it. 15 Therefore, an important
part of the evaluation and assessment of CTAS is
to understand the impact upon the controller.
This emphasis contributes to the distinctively
human-centered design of CTAS,1 and is examined
under the framework of human factors.
The
CTAS tool development process has successfully
coupled engineering and human factors efforts.
The emphasis in this report is on the coordination
and communication data from the 1996
operational field assessment of pFAST. Refs. 12,
16, and 17 describe the overall human factors
assessment in greater detail; preliminary results
have appeared in Refs. 12 and 17.

2.0 Methods
Prior to the operational testing of pFAST in the
DFW TRACON, several years of development and
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simulation were performed with a team of
controllers who were well-trained on the use of
The pFAST Assessment Team,
pFAST.10
consisting of eight controllers and one area
supervisor,
provided
input
into
software
functionality and the refinement of the human
factors questionnaires and data collection methods.
The Assessment Team helped to ensure that the
questionnaires that
would be used were
understandable and meaningful and that the
proposed methods would not be intrusive to live
operations. All of the human factors data in the
operational assessment were collected from the
Assessment Team, with the exception of two
substitute controllers who participated when there
was a staffing shortage. The substitute controllers
were chosen by the Assessment Team and were
briefed on the operation of pFAST prior to their
participation in the test.
The specific framework of the human factors
operational assessment of pFAST was built upon
previous human factors evaluations of TMA and
DA,17, 18 as well as the assessment of the Computer
Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory System
(COMPAS), a decision-support tool developed by
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt
fŸr Luft
und
Raumfahrt (DLR) for German air traffic control.
The general approach included developing an
understanding of: (1) the existing operational
environment, (2) the tasks for which the
controllers,
area
supervisors,
and
traffic
management coordinators (TMCs) are responsible,
and (3) the constraints of conducting a test in an
operational environment. This approach required
significant interaction between the researchers and
controllers, and allowed both groups to define the
operational tasks and the testing objectives, while
respecting the boundaries and needs of both parties
during testing activities.
In addition, these
interactions contributed to refinement of data
collection procedures and interpretation of results.
The human factors evaluation examined the
usability, suitability, and acceptance 19 of the
pFAST advisories. Usability issues reflect the
physical characteristics of the equipment and
displays; in the case of pFAST, usability questions
were posed about keyboard and slewball use and
ability to detect the advisories themselves.
Suitability issues reflect how pFAST is
incorporated into the controller's tasks, and
involved questions of overall workload as well as
coordination and communication. Acceptance is
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influenced by both usability and suitability, as well
as larger issues such as job satisfaction.
The
human factors operational evaluation data,
described here, addresses acceptance, usability, and
suitability issues based on controller coordination
observations during the operational test periods
and questionnaire responses.
During the six months of operational testing of
pFAST, controllers used pFAST advisories during
25 arrival rush periods across 7 different rush
times. Baseline observations (when pFAST was
not being used) were collected during 12 rush
periods.
Engineering data, such as airport
throughput, in-trail separation on final approach,
and adherence to the pFAST sequence and runway
advisories were collected; these findings are
described in Refs. 12, 13, and 14. The engineering
team was stationed in a room adjacent to the
operational TRACON. In this separate area, the
engineering data were collected and stored, and the
overall system was monitored during operational
use of pFAST. The human factors engineers
conducted their data collection activities on the
operational floor.
The human factors team
recorded observations and limited their interaction
with the controllers, except to answer questions
about pFAST.
The Dallas/Ft. Worth (DFW) airport operates
primarily in either North flow (with traffic
arriving and departing towards the North) or South
flow (traffic arriving and departing towards the
South), with South flow the predominant airport
configuration. Six of the 25 test rushes were in
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North flow. All the data presented in this paper
reflect a 3-arrival runway configuration; the
operational assessment took place prior to the
addition of a fourth arrival runway at DFW
airport, in October, 1996.
The pFAST advisories, which consist of runway
assignments
and
sequence
numbers,
are
incorporated into the FDBs of the arrival aircraft
on the existing Full Digital Automated Radar
Terminal System (ARTS) Displays (FDADs),
utilized by the TRACON arrival controllers. A
few additional keyboard entries were required t o
input runway changes and accept runway advisories
when they differed from default runway
assignments. No other physical manipulation of
the equipment was required when using pFAST.
The display of the pFAST advisories is described in
Figure 1. The second line of the pFAST FDB
shows timeshared information: in one mode, the
default runway assignment and the aircraft type
are shown and in a second mode, the aircraft's
altitude and speed are shown. On the third line,
the aircraft's sequence number to the pFASTallocated runway is shown, together with the
pFAST runway advisory. A runway advisory is
displayed on the third line of the FDB only if it
differs from the default runway assignment (shown
on the second line).
For the example shown in figure 1, the pFAST
runway advisory is to 17L, but the default runway
assignment is 17C.
Until the controller
pFAST
timeshared

Current
timeshared
aircraft ID

AAL1583
DFW * B75

airport, aircraft
type

M
AAL1583
210 250

default runway
assignment, aircraft type

altitude, ground
speed

M

AAL1583
17C * B75
4
17L

pFAST sequence
number,
pFAST runway
advisory

M
AAL1583
210 250
4
17L
M

Figure 1. Current and pFAST flight datablocks.
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side). Figure 2 illustrates the locations of the
controller and observer positions.

acknowledges the pFAST runway advisory (either
accepting it or rejecting it through a keyboard
entry), the 17L advisory continues to be displayed
in the 3rd line of the FDB. If pFAST's runway
advisory did not differ from the default runway
assignment, there would be no runway information
in the 3rd line of the FDB.

West side operations were located on the left of
the arrival wall, and East side operations were
located on the right. The two feeder positions
(Feeder West or FW, and Feeder East or FE) were
assisted by handoff positions (designated by ÒhÓ
preceding the feeder name in Fig. 2). Feeder
controllers are responsible for merging the
multiple streams of traffic that arrive from the
Center and vectoring these streams (which may be
separated by altitude as well as arrival fix) into
single streams towards the runways. In the DFW
airspace configuration during the operational
assessment, the FW controller was responsible for
merging traffic arriving over both West arrival
fixes, and the FE controller was responsible for
merging traffic arriving over both East arrival
fixes.

The sequence number displayed in the 3rd line is
for the pFAST-advised runway. If the controller
chooses not to direct the aircraft to the pFASTsuggested runway, another entry can be made t o
indicate the controller's runway assignment, and
the sequence number would update accordingly.

2.1 Questionnaire Data
After each test rush, controllers were asked t o
answer questionnaires regarding: overall workload
(using a scale based on the NASA-TLX20), the
contributors to their workload, and acceptability
(using the Controller Acceptance Rating Scale
[CARS10]). Approximately once per every three
rushes, controllers were given an in-depth survey
including questions regarding controlling strategy,
perceived coordination, and perceptions about the
Center feed.

Feeder controllers hand off traffic to the final
controllers, who are responsible for controlling the
traffic to their final approach courses. AR2 and
AR1 were the final controllers who were each
responsible for working one of the two parallel
runways. Either the Meacham North (MN) or the
Dallas South (DS) position was responsible for the
diagonal runways, 13R and 31R, respectively. The
MN and DS positions were not co-located along
the arrival wall, and observations were not
collected from these positions.

2.2 Controller Observation Data
During both baseline and pFAST test conditions,
observations were recorded by two human factors
engineers at two positions along the arrival wall:
one between the two parallel finals and one on the
busy side of the rush (typically this was the East

DFW TRACON Arrival Controller Positions

hFW

FW

AR2

AR1

FE

hFE

typical observer positions
hFW = handoff, Feeder West
hFE = handoff, Feeder East

TMC and observer
scopes
MN and DS
positions on the
opposite side of
the room

FW = Feeder West
FE = Feeder East

AR1, AR2: Parallel Finals
MN = Meacham North (13R)
DS = Dallas South (31R)

Figure 2. Arrival Controller and Observer Positions.
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Basic characteristics of each observed rush were
noted by the human factors engineers, including:
airport configuration, weather conditions, changes
to staffing, and coordination between the area
supervisor and the TMCs, and between the area
supervisor/TMCs and the Tower and the Center.
Specific attention was paid to coordination
between the arrival controllers, and, where
possible, coordination between arrival controllers
and the Center. Coordination was defined as an
instance of any verbal or non-verbal contact that
was related to controlling traffic.
The
observations from the human factors engineers
were merged into a single transcript per observed
rush. Any observations that were incomplete, or
unrelated to the traffic situation, were not included
in the analysis.
Codes were assigned to each observed coordination
event. The codes fell into 8 general categories:
Runway, Sequence, TRACON situation, Aircraft
Status, Point-outs/Handoffs, Weather, Traffic
Management Issues, Communication Issues, and
Equipment Problems.
Each of the 8 major
categories were further subdivided into 2 to 6 subcategories. The 33 sub-categories are described in
Ref. 16.

3.0 Results
The results are described according to the general
framework of acceptance, usability, and suitability.
More extensive discussion of the results can be
found in Ref. 16.

3.1 Acceptance
The user acceptance of the system was determined
through direct ratings using the CARS. The CARS
(see Refs. 10 and 17) was developed with the direct
participation of the pFAST Assessment Team,
who helped to define the various descriptors tied
to the different rating levels, as well as the
definitions behind the ratings of "adequate" versus
"desired" performance.
The overall acceptance rating across all the test
rushes was 7.82 (SD=1.10), on a scale of 1 to 10,
where 1 is the least desirable rating and 10 is the
most desirable rating. The overall rating, rounded
to 8, is associated with the following description of
the system: "Mildly unpleasant deficiencies.
System is acceptable and minimal compensation is
needed to meet desired performance." Extensive
comments were collected with the CARS ratings
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and reflected the controllers' concern about the
accuracy of the sequence advisories. These
comments related to overtakes and general
disagreement with some sequences. However, the
engineering data show very positive results for
adherence to both runway and sequence advisories
during the operational test. 13 It is possible that
the controllers felt that the advisories needed to be
"perfect," thus, their ratings may reflect their
tendency to characterize a less-than-perfect test
rush as problematic.
A controller's definition of "perfect" advisories
was likely to match her/his view of the traffic
situation; this does not account for pFAST's
knowledge of traffic outside of the controller's
perception. In contrast, a "perfect" rush in terms
of the flow efficiency (measured by the pFAST
researchers) was one in which delay was
minimized. Some disagreement between controller
preferences and pFAST calculations is inevitable,
but is considered in the evaluation of acceptance.

3.2 Usability
Usability was examined through questionnaires,
with
questions
focusing
on
information
presentation and equipment interaction.
The
controller ratings indicated that additional inputs
required did not significantly increase workload.
At best, the runway advisories were acceptable
enough to require few corrections, or at worst, did
not impact controller workload significantly when
changes were required.
When changes to the runway advisories were
required, the greatest concern that the controllers
voiced had to do with the associated update delay
on their displays. The delay was not rated as
excessive, and was reported to contribute
minimally to their workload.
Coordination and communication were also
examined from a usability perspective, to see how
pFAST affected the controller communication
frequency. The controllers rated the amount of
communication that they had with the aircraft
under their control. On average, the controllers
reported talking to each aircraft between 2 and 5
times. The reported average over all of the
controllers was 3.8 times (SD = .80). None of the
controllers reported having to talk to any aircraft
more frequently due to the pFAST advisories.
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The controllers also rated the level of
coordination required (with other controllers and
facilities) when using pFAST. They reported that
the required level of coordination did not exceed
what they normally experienced. These results
indicate that pFAST is not creating additional
interactions with either other controllers or with
the aircraft.

3.3 Suitability
Suitability was assessed from questionnaires and
observations. The workload impact and the effect
on controller tasks as well as communication and
coordination are described here.
3.3.1 Workload
Workload ratings were gathered to examine
overall workload, as well as to examine specific
elements of the controllers' tasks. The controllers
did not report a dramatic increase or decrease in
their overall workload when using pFAST.
Controllers rated the runway and sequence
advisories as contributing no more than
"somewhat" to their overall workload.
The
amount of effort required to use the pFAST
advisories was rated as about the same as the
controllers were accustomed to working. They
also reported that overall, pFAST had no effect on
their ability to control traffic in their sectors.
Given the demonstrated throughput benefits, this
"non-effect" can be seen as a positive result,
demonstrating that pFAST did not detract from
operations.
3.3.2 Coordination and Communication
Coordination (between controllers) helps ensure
safe aircraft handling.15 The five most frequentlyobserved categories of coordination (regardless of
test condition) were: pFAST/ ARTS-related issues,
point-outs, handoff issues, runway assignments,
and aircraft altitude changes. These categories are
described in Table 1.
While the controllers did not report any
significant increase in controller-to-aircraft or
controller-to-controller coordination, changes in
coordination were observed between baseline and
pFAST conditions.
The means and standard
deviations of the baseline data compared to the
pFAST test data are shown in Fig. 3. Runway
assignments, sequences, and spacing were discussed
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Category
pFAST/ARTSrelated issues

Description
· Keyboard entry procedures
required for pFAST-related
inputs, as well as display
issues related to pFAST.
· pFAST being turned on or off,
or problems with the display
of pFAST information (due to
the ARTS interface).
Point-outs
· Aircraft requiring:
- Special handling
- Crossing through airspace
that was not normally
assigned to such aircraft
- APREQ's (approval requests,
especially from airports
internal to the TRACON)
· Utilizing another controllerÕs
airspace, but retaining
communication/control of the
aircraft.
· Often non-verbal
Handoff Issues
· Asking for handoffs
· Frequency changes
· Ownership
Runway
· What the runway assignments
Assignments
were
· Changes to runway
assignments
Aircraft Altitude · Expedited descents
Changes
· Coordination based on
altitude
· Inquiring about aircraft
altitudes

Table 1. Five Most Frequent Coordination
Categories.
with significantly greater frequency under the
pFAST conditions. This is somewhat expected, as
the new information provided to the controller, as
well as the testing environment itself, would likely
promote discussion about the advisories. Increased
discussion regarding status checking was also found
under pFAST conditions relative to baseline, but
may be an artifact of the operational assessment
itself. It is likely that the testing environment
prompted the Assessment Team to increase their
monitoring and awareness of operations in order
to identify problems.
The point-outs category was the only one which
demonstrated a significant decrease under pFAST
conditions relative to baseline. Point-outs are
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25.00
Baseline

Baseline

pFAST

pFAST

20.00

15.00

10.00
10.00

5.00
5.00

0.00
0.00
Runway
Runway
Assignment
Assignment

1
Sequence
SequenceSpacing

Point-Out
1
Spacing

Status
Point-Out
Check

Status
Check

Figure 3. Baseline vs. pFAST Coordination Comparison
defined as coordination with another position and
utilizing another controllerÕs airspace, but
retaining communication and control. 21 Twice as
many point-outs
occurred under baseline
conditions as occurred under pFAST conditions.
Reducing the number of point-outs could allow
controllers to spend more time separating and
monitoring aircraft, rather than being concerned
with coordination.21 It could also allow controllers
to coordinate regarding other aspects of the traffic
control process; perhaps more advance planning
could be accomplished given more time to evaluate
the traffic situation, therefore resulting in
controllers using each others' airspace less than
they would have to otherwise.
Alternatively,
point-outs could be reduced out of necessity as
there was increased discussion regarding the
advisories. However, if this were the case, the
controllers should have indicated difficulties with
coordination. In contrast, the controllers did not
report any difficulties with the amount of
coordination that they experienced, and did not
report that the amount of coordination required

was increased by the use of the pFAST advisories.
The
controllers reported that
point-outs
themselves did not contribute, on average, more
than minimally to their overall workload.
Tables 2 and 3 present the mean frequency (and
standard deviation) of instances of coordination
per rush for the five most frequent categories of
coordination in the baseline and test conditions.
There were three categories of coordination whose
frequencies were common to both baseline and test
conditions: altitude changes, runway assignments,
and handoffs. All three of these categories were
discussed with greater frequency in the test
condition than in the baseline condition.
As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the overall frequency
of discussion under pFAST conditions is higher and
is more evenly distributed among the top five
categories.
In the baseline condition, one
category, point-outs, occurs twice as frequently as
the other top categories of coordination. It is
likely that under baseline conditions, the
controllers coordinate only about what is unusual,
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Category
Point Out
Altitude Changes
Handoffs
Heading Changes
Runway Assignment
Weather*

Mean (SD)
10.90 (10.52)
4.90 (3.45)
4.20 (3.52)
4.10 (2.85)
2.50 (2.59)
2.50 (4.12)

*The weather conditions were more uniform under
pFAST testing than during baseline.
Categories common to baseline and test conditions.

Table 2. Most common categories of coordination
under baseline conditions.
Category
Runway Assignment
ARTS Problems
Handoffs
Sequence
Altitude Changes

Mean (SD)
8.58 (4.65)
7.50 (5.41)
7.21 (4.19)
6.75 (4.09)
5.74 (4.45)

Categories common to baseline and test conditions.

Table 3. Most common categories of coordination
under pFAST test conditions
as procedures exist to accomplish routine
coordination. The increase in coordination across
the major categories in the pFAST condition may
indicate the controllers' need to confirm with one
another the changes that they noted in their
operations. As pFAST use increases, the general
increase in coordination could diminish over time
as the controllers become more accustomed to a
new way of operating. Regardless, the additional
coordination was not reported to negatively
impact overall controller workload.

4.0 Lessons Learned
4.1 Constraints of Field Testing
The human factors results gathered from the
pFAST operational assessment need to be
interpreted in the light of the constraints inherent
in field testing. Some of the constraints were not
anticipated prior to the pFAST evaluation and as a
result, the human factors data are "noisy."
Consequently, care must be exercised in
extrapolating the results to other decision-support
tools or ATC environments.
Some of the
problems that were faced from testing in an
operational ATC facility would have been
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eliminated had the testing been confined to more
controllable settings.
But through
the
development process of pFAST, it became clear t o
both researchers and controllers that an
operational evaluation was necessary as laboratory
testing was no longer sufficient to evaluate all of
pFAST's intended functionality.
High-fidelity
simulations, both at NASA Ames and the FAA
Technical Center, were inadequate to approximate
the operational setting. The experience from the
pFAST field assessment is instructive for future
testing of ATC decision-support tools and for
identifying some of the problems faced in testing
in an operational environment.
During the planning of the operational assessment,
the researchers determined that data collection in
the field, especially over several months, would be
subject to numerous restrictions. Engineering data
collection was less problematic than the human
factors data collection, as the engineering data
were obtained in an automated fashion.
In
contrast, to collect the human factors data,
observations from live operations were required.
Controllers, tasked with completing their usual
workload, were also asked to provide feedback
about pFAST. The collection of the human
factors data in the midst of actual operations
meant that boundaries were set on data collection
activities; all test personnel clearly understood
that operational demands took priority over any
type of evaluation activity. Weather, training
requirements, or other facility demands on space
or time could require that the human factors data
collection activities be curtailed. In addition, more
questionnaire data were originally proposed than
what was eventually collected because of concerns
that questionnaire results could have become
affected by controller fatigue.
Other challenges in the operational assessment
affected both engineering and human factors data.
There
was no opportunity
to
exercise
experimental control over air traffic conditions,
such as the airport configurations and airport
acceptance rates, which would have simplified the
data analysis. The test periods themselves were
limited by facility concerns about the traffic, or
conditions of severe or unpredictable weather.
There were also no guarantees about the staffing
of the controller positions; while the majority of
the rushes were staffed by the Assessment Team
controllers,
some
substitute
controllers
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participated when Assessment Team members
were not available. While the Assessment Team
carefully chose the substitute controllers, and the
substitute controllers were fully briefed on pFAST,
variations in controller perception are introduced
into the data.
The
pFAST
researchers
established
the
requirement that controllers evaluating pFAST be
as familiar as possible with the development
process and the philosophy behind pFAST.
Consequently, the number of actual participants in
the pFAST evaluation was restricted relative t o
the overall facility population. This meant that
the facility at-large was not well-acquainted with
pFAST. Situations arose in which the facility
experienced problems with their own systems that
were attributed to pFAST even when pFAST was
not being used. This is a collateral problem with
field testing that was encountered to some degree
in other CTAS field evaluations. At a minimum,
guarding against events that are unrelated to the
test is disconcerting.
At worst, however,
unsubstantiated rumors about system performance
can be damaging to the credibility of the decisionsupport tool.
Data collection was also affected by lack of
staffing. For example, the human factors team
was not able to directly observe or measure the
impact of pFAST on the Center, although there
were some anecdotal reports that pFAST helped t o
reduce holding in one area.
Finally, the problems that arise in research in
general, such as unexpected loss of data, and the
unavailability of data, also occurred. Extending
the testing period would have enabled the
researchers to collect more data samples per
configuration and rush period, but time and
resource constraints
prevented this
from
occurring.
There are obviously tremendous benefits to field
testing. In addition to the definite "engineering"
advantages, including exercising pFAST under realtime, real-traffic loads, operational testing also
provided valuable insight into human factors
issues, such as training, procedural changes, job
satisfaction, and coordination and communication
effects. The effects on these areas are not easily
captured or anticipated through simulations.
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Field exposure also provides significant benefits t o
the researchers who are able to see how the
software integrates with existing operations.
Direct interaction with the end-users also makes
researchers more aware of the users' specific
requirements in the target environment. The
dialogue between the researchers and the end-users
is enhanced through this interaction, thus
facilitating coordination required for ongoing
development.
By being exposed to the
development process, the users are able to educate
the rest of the facility on the functionality of the
decision-support tools. Thus, misconceptions that
inevitably arise when such decision-support tools
are introduced can be better minimized.

4.2 Recommendations
The pFAST assessment highlighted a number of
procedures that should be required in the human
factors data collection and analysis of ATC
decision-support tools. Ways to improve the
collection and analysis of human factors data in
future operational assessments are also identified.
(1) Extensive involvement by the target facility
(or target user-group) is essential. The feedback
from the Assessment Team helped to define the
boundaries of the data collection, as well as t o
clarify the goals of the evaluation.
The
Assessment Team input was also important for
making the data collection materials (surveys and
debriefing questions) understandable and usable.
The facility involvement in this process should be
expanded in order to inform a larger group of
target users about the development process, and t o
help mitigate misconceptions about the new
decision-support tool.
(2) Flexibility in data collection is needed; the
researchers need to be able to accept some "noise"
in the data, and plan for the eventuality of missing
and lost data. In doing so, it may be necessary t o
reduce a planned test matrix to try and capture
more samples but with a limited scope.
(3) The number of observers could be increased or
rotated to different observation points to obtain a
more complete picture of coordination, as long as
this is balanced against disrupting operations.
(4) The data should be evaluated part-way through
the test to streamline the data collection. This
would help to weed out questions in questionnaires
that reveal few meaningful responses, and
9
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highlight other topics that need to be investigated
more closely. Such an approach might help focus
the data analysis, as well as reduce the fatigue
involved with responding to long questionnaires.
The human factors evaluation of pFAST
emphasizes the need for a testing framework for
human factors assessments, describing how data
should be gathered and interpreted for multiple,
interdependent users of ATC decision-support
tools. Some of the findings from this operational
assessment can contribute to such a testing
framework.

5.0 Concluding Remarks
The human factors results are as important as the
engineering results to the overall evaluation of
pFAST. The engineering data show benefits of
runway balancing and throughput. The human
factors data describe the outcome of these benefits
on the controllers themselves. Because of the
heightened throughput and more efficient runway
balancing during the
pFAST operational
evaluation, it would not have been surprising if
controllers reported increased workload. Also, the
nature of the information being provided (runway
assignments and sequences to the runways) might
have led to increased controller workload through
increased coordination and communication. The
human factors data instead bear out a different
conclusion: despite the increased number of
aircraft controlled during the field test, the
controllers did not report any significant increase
in overall workload. Furthermore, through direct
ratings, the controllers indicated that using pFAST
was acceptable in an operational setting. The
controllers did not report having to increase their
coordination activities between themselves, or
between the TRACON and the Center due to the
use of pFAST. They also did not report having t o
talk to aircraft more frequently to achieve the
pFAST-assigned runways or sequences.
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The success of pFAST, as demonstrated by the
operational assessment, is due to the long history
of controller involvement and input in the design
and testing of pFAST.
Controllers need t o
understand new systems in order to effectively
utilize and integrate them into their existing
knowledge and experience.15 The development of
pFAST, from concept
definition through
operational testing, employed a strategy of closely
coupling the researchers and the controllers
working within the boundaries of an existing, and
highly specialized, setting. The human factors
involvement in the development
process
contributed to identifying controller needs and
determining if those needs were being met. This
design approach resulted in the trust of the air
traffic controllers and their willingness to test
pFAST operationally.
Without controller
understanding and support of the system, benefits
might never have been able to be identified.
The attention that has been paid to the human
factors issues has helped to define CTAS and
ensure that it will meet controller needs. The
human factors findings from the pFAST
operational evaluation help to validate the
processes which guided pFAST (and CTAS)
development and demonstrate how benefits are
achieved not only in terms of overall airport
throughput and efficiency, but in terms what
impact maybe experienced by the controller. The
positive human factors findings increases the
confidence in the operational deployment of
pFAST by ensuring that key issues from the
controllers' perspective have been examined.
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